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Abstract. Considerable progress has been made on hand-crafted features in object 

detection, while little effort has been devoted to make use of the color cues. In this 

paper, we study the role of color cues in detection via a representative object, i.e., 

pedestrian, as its variability of pose or appearance is very common for “general” 

objects. The efficiency of color space is first ranked by empirical comparisons 

among typical ones. Furthermore, a color descriptor, called MDST (Max 

DisSimilarity of different Templates), is built on those selected color spaces to 

explore invariant ability and discriminative power of color cues. The extensive 

experiments reveal two facts: one is that the choice of color spaces has a great 

influence on performance; another is that MDST achieves better results than the 

state-of-the-art color feature for pedestrian detection in terms of both accuracy and 

speed. 

Keywords: Pedestrian detection, Color space analysis, Color descriptor, Invariant 

descriptor. 

1   Introduction 

In recent years, detecting the predefined objects in images has been an attracting problem 

in computer vision, e.g., face [13, 14, 15], pedestrian [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Accurate detection 

would have immediate impacts on many real applications, such as intelligence 

surveillance [1] and driver assistance systems [2, 3]. Detecting non-rigid objects in images 

is still a challenging task, due to the variable appearance and the wide range of poses. In 

this paper, pedestrian is used as a typical case, because its variable poses and diversity of 

clothing are representative and challenging for “general” objects, e.g., animals, car, et [16]. 

Recently shape information [4, 5, 6], mainly described by gradients, has been 

exhaustively explored and successfully used in detection, and yet color cues do not attract 
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Fig. 1. The average positive examples of INRIA dataset are visualized in the different color spaces 

and the corresponding channels. Some images show clear silhouette-like boundary, while other just 

enhances parts of the pedestrians, e.g., head in YIQ space. 

enough attention. Moreover, color cues have been facilely considered to be useless, due to 

the variability in the color of clothing. In our best knowledge, we first try our best to 

systematically evaluate the role of color cues, and show that color cues can achieve 

competitive results in pedestrian detection. Our study is based on the following 

methodology: 1) There are a variety of color spaces, yet which one is better for detection 

is still a controversy problem [8, 9]; therefore, typical color spaces are naturally compared 

(see Fig. 1.). 2) A simple yet efficient color descriptor is proposed to be evaluated on the 

selected color spaces. 

Although the INRIA pedestrian dataset [4], as our primary testbed, may be relatively 

simple [9], our experiments about color cues still reap a huge harvest. First, we show that 

there are significant differences of performance among color spaces, thus, the choice of 

color spaces is very important in detection. Second, different coding schemes lead to 

diverse accuracies, and thus the selection of coding method is a key to boost performance. 

Third, the combination of color descriptors with the shape-based feature [4] shows the 

complementary yet important role of color cues in object detection. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we give an overview 

of the related works. In Sec. 3, we introduce different color spaces and describe the details 

on evaluating color spaces. Then our proposed color descriptor will be presented in Sec. 4. 

In Sec. 5 we perform the detailed experimental evaluations. Finally, we conclude this 

paper in section 6. 

2   Related Work 

Color information is very popular in image classification [10][22], but it does not attract 

enough attention in object detection, and most people still doubt the efficiency of color for 

detection. On the other side, a few literatures use color cues in naïve approaches, and set a 

minor role for color in detection. 



In HOG [4], the orientation of the gradient for a pixel is selected from the R, G and B 

channels according to the highest gradient magnitude. Thus some color information can 

be captured by the number of a channel is chosen in HOG [4]. Comparing with HOG, 

Schwartz et al. [7], further, construct a three bin histogram that tabulates the number of 

times each color channel is chosen. So they call this color descriptor as color frequency. 

This color feature mainly captures the color information of faces, due to the possible 

homologous skin color in faces. However, the information of whole body tends to be 

ignored as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Walk et al. [8] observe that the colors of pedestrians may be globally similar, e.g., the 

color of faces is similar to the one of hands. Therefore, color self-similarity (CSS) is 

introduced to capture the similarities among whole body. This feature captures pair-wise 

spatially statistics of color distribution, e.g., color of clothes ignored by the color 

frequency descriptor [7]. On the other hand, the computational cost of CSS is intensive, 

because CSS calculates the global self-similarity within the detection window. For 

instance, the dimension of CSS for a 128x64 window is 8,128. 

Both of the above works are integrated with Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

classification framework, while Dollar et al. [9] use color cues in boosting via an integral 

channel features approach. The color features are firstly generated by summing the pixel 

values in the pre-designed templates. The discriminative feature is chosen by boosting 

classifiers. It is a type of first-order feature, and the disadvantages of the color frequency 

descriptor [7] still exist in this coding method. On the other interesting side, Dollar et al. 

[9] and Walk et al. [8] give totally different conclusion on using color spaces for object 

detection. In this paper, the efficiency of color spaces will be first systematically ranked 

by empirical comparisons. 

3   Analysis of Color Space 

In this section, the typical color spaces are introduced, and then evaluated to rank the 

performance of color spaces for pedestrian detection. 

3.1   Color Spaces 

Color is usually described by the combined effect of three independent attributes 

/channels. For example, R, G and B are the widely used color channels. There are many 

other color spaces in computer vision or related communities, because different color 

spaces can describe the same object from different perspectives. In this paper, we divide 

the color spaces into three categories according to the application purposes. 

Color spaces for Computer Graphics. These color spaces are mainly used in display 

system, for example, RGB, HSV and HSI. And RGB, HSV and HSI are chosen to be 

evaluated in our experiment. 



 
Fig. 2. The HLC extract procedure. A three-channel color space is used as an example. 

Color Spaces for TV System. YIQ and YUV are analogue spaces for NTSC (National 

Television System Committee) [17] and PAL (Phase Alternating Line) [18] systems 

respectively, while YCbCr is a digital standard. And YIQ, YUV and YCbCr are all picked 

in our experiment. 

CIE Color Spaces. The CIE (International Commission on Illumination) [19] system 

characterizes colors by a luminance parameter Y, and two color coordinates x and y. 

Some typical CIE spaces, i.e., XYZ, LUV and Lab, will be evaluated. 

In addition, in many applications in order to keep the luminance invariance, the 

intensity attribute is discarded and only the chrominance is kept. So, in our experiment we 

will also evaluate this kind of color spaces, including normalized RG, normalized HS and 

normalized UV [8]. 

3.2   Evaluation of color spaces 

One of our goals is to find and explain that which color space would be the best one for 

pedestrian detection. On the other side, the color feature may have great influence on the 

accuracy, and thus feature should be simple and unbiased to reflect the ability of color 

spaces. As illustrated in Fig. 1, color histogram may be a good choice to describe the 

distribution of colors. A localized color histograms, termed HLC (Histogram of Local 

Color), is advocated as our evaluation feature. 

HLC. It firstly converts an image into different channels, and then divides each color 

channel image into small spatial non-overlapped regions (“block”).  In each block, a 

local 1-D histogram of color values is accumulated1.  Next, the channel-level HLC is 

constructed by concatenating the histograms in all blocks. The image-level HLC is finally 

obtained by concatenating the channel-level HLCs (see Fig. 2). In our experiments, we 

compute histograms on 16×16 pixels blocks. 

                                                           
1During histogram calculation, trilinear interpolation is applied to avoid quantization effects. 



 
Fig. 3. The method of calculating the MDST for an example 

4   Max DisSimilarity of Different Templates 

As shown in Fig. 1, the boundary of the whole or parts of pedestrian can be clearly 

illustrated. Our work is to explore a descriptor that can capture the boundary effectively 

regardless of variability of clothing or its color. Max DisSimilarity of different Templates 

(MDST), based on the max-coding, is designed to capture the local boundary and to 

increase the translation invariance of feature. 

MDST. Firstly, the image is divided into non-overlapped regions (we call it as “cells”). 

The feature/“attribute” of a cell is calculated in the enlarged local area/”calculation unit”2 

which centers on the cell, as shown in Fig. 3(a). In the calculation unit, 12 templates, 

shown in Fig. 3(b), are designed to capture the local boundary information. The number 0, 

1 and 2 indicate three different cells in a template. For the j-th cell in the i-th template, an 

n-dimension color histogram, ijcell , is extracted to calculate the dissimilarity values. 

0( , ) 1,2,3...,12; {1,2}ij i ijds dissim cell cell i j  

              

(1) 

Where “ dissim ” is a function to measure the dissimilarity between two cells. There are 

many possibilities to define dissimilarity for histogram comparison. In our experiments, a 

number of well-known distance functions, L1-norm, L2-norm, chi-square-distance, and 

histogram intersection, are all evaluated, and histogram intersection works best. 

The dissimilarity scores, imds , in the i-th template is calculated by max-pooling 

between 0-1and 0-2 dissimilarity pairs,  

                                                           
2In our experiment, we use a 3x3-cell to be the calculation unit as the oblique line indicates. 



 
Fig. 4. Evaluation of diverse color spaces on HLC. (a) The per-window evaluation result. (b) The 

per-image evaluation result. 

i1 2max( , ) 1,2,3...,12i imds ds ds i                        (2) 

So, the feature for a cell is extracted by assembling the score imds
 

in all 12 

templates as 

1 2 3 12[ , , ,..., ]f mds mds mds mds .                      (3) 

The feature vectors further are normalized in a 2x2 cell (termed as “block”), as 

illustrated in Fig. 3(c). We get a 48-dimension feature over one block after the block-wise 

normalization, and the MDST can concatenate features in all blocks. In our experiments, 

the cell size is 8x8 pixels for a 128x64 window, which would have 1,536-dimension 

MDST. 

5   Experimental Results and Discussions 

In our experiment, we utilize two evaluation protocols that are the per-window and per-

image evaluation. The per-window evaluation methodology is to classify manually 

normalized examples against windows sampled at a fixed density from images without 

pedestrians, corresponding to the miss rate against False Positive Per Window (FPPW). 

While in the per-image evaluation, a detector is densely scanned across an image with or 

without pedestrians and nearby detections merged using non maximal suppression (NMS), 

corresponding to the miss rate against False Positive Per Image (FPPI).  

The per-window evaluation can avoid NMS, however, it does not measure errors 

caused by detecting at incorrect scales, positions or false detections arising from body 

parts [11]. While the per-image evaluation method takes into consideration of all the 

impact factors. In addition, our experiment comparisons are mainly under 10-4 FPPW and 

100 FPPI, which is adopted by most evaluation schemes in pedestrian detection. 



 
Fig. 5. Comparisons between MDST and CSS. (a) The per-window evaluation result. (b) The per-

image evaluation result. 

 
Fig. 6. Comparisons between MDST+HOG and CSS+HOG. (a) The per-window evaluation result. 

(b) The per-image evaluation result. 

For all subsequent experiments, we use the stochastic optimization based linear SVM 

[12], i.e., Pegasos, to train the detectors, due to the large number of training examples.  

During the training procedure, one round of retraining (bootstrapping) protocol is utilized 

as Dalal et al. suggested in [4]. 

5.1   Evaluation of color space 

In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we plot the performance of HLC on various color spaces according 

to the per-window and per-image evaluations. This figure clearly shows that the 

perspective of describing colors has great influences on the performance. 

Firstly, the performance of normalized RG, normalized HS and normalized UV [8] 

are all worse than the corresponding RGB, HSV and YUV. According to the fact that the 

human eyes have three different types of color sensitive cones [20], the response of the  

eyes is best described in terms of three "tristimulus values". Therefore, the intensity 

attribute of a color space, ignored by normalized color space, may be critical to describe 

pedestrian. 



 
Fig. 7. The first row is the detection results of HOG. The second row is the detection results of 

HOG-CSS (HSV) and the third row corresponds to HOG-MDST (CIE-Lab) at FPPI = 100
. 

Secondly, the four best performed spaces are ranked in a descendent order, CIE-Lab, 

CIE-LUV, HSV and HSI. The color spaces in TV system are not as discriminative as any 

one of the four ones. On the contrary, CIE-based color spaces (CIE-Lab and CIE-LUV) 

are designed to approximate human vision [19]; HSV and HSI are relevant to the 

perception of human eyes [21]. Therefore, the color spaces，CIE-Lab, CIE-LUV, HSV 

and HSI, associate with the human perception, and achieve better performance for 

detection. 

5.2   The performance of MDST 

To consider the influence of the color spaces on descriptors, we plot the per-window 

and per-image evaluation curves of the MDST in Fig. 5. Not surprisingly, the 

performances of the MDST on four color spaces are consistent with the results of our 

color space evaluation experiment. Therefore, CIE-Lab/CIE-LUV color spaces could be 

the best ones for pedestrian detection. 

In these two Figs. 5(a) and 5(b),  the performances of MDST are better than CSS  

(HSV as suggested in [8]), which is the current state-of-the-art color descriptor. In terms 

of computational cost, the dimension of MDST is 1,536, while the dimension of CSS is 

8,128 for a 128x64 window. Thus, the MDST is a better color descriptor for its lower 

computational cost and better performance. 

We will evaluate the augmented HOG-MDST feature to study whether the two 

descriptors can complement with each other or not, because Histogram of Oriented 

Gradients (HOG) [4] is the most successful shape descriptor in pedestrian detection. In 

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), it can be seen that MDST raises detection rate 4% at 10-4 FPPW and  

6% at 100 FPPI, comparing with HOG. On the other side, the performances of different 

color spaces are also consistent with the results of color space evaluation under 10-4 

FPPW and 100 FPPI. 



 
Fig. 8. The average feature map of the 12 templates for INRIA dataset 

In the comparison between MDST and CSS, the MDST combined with HOG has 

better performance than CSS. In our experiment, the HOG-MDST (CIE-Lab) can achieve 

86% detection rate at 100 FPPI; while the HOG-CSS (HSV) feature can only achieve 

83.5% detection, raising 4.5%. For a more intuitive comparison, we show the detection 

results of HOG, HOG-CSS and HOG-MDST (CIE-Lab) in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(1) indicates that 

MDST has no negative effect on detection; while from Figs. 7(2) and 7(3), we can get that 

MDST has a superior accuracy than CSS in complex scenes. 

5.3   Further discussions on MDST 

The average feature maps of INRIA dataset are illustrated in Fig. 8. These average feature 

maps (1) ~ (12) correspond to the result of templates (1) ~ (12) in Fig. 3(c), respectively. 

These figures capture the coarse boundary around pedestrians. The color cues achieve 

translation invariance locally, because of the max-pooling used in these templates. 

In addition, from Figs. 5(a), 5(b), 6(a) and 6(b), we find an interesting phenomenon, 

that is, the MDST(CIE-Lab) on its own achieves 18% higher accuracy than CSS(HSV) 

under FPPI; while, the difference between HOG-MDST(CIE-Lab) and HOG-CSS(HSV) 

is just around 2% at FPPI=1. There may be some redundancies between HOG and MDST, 

because MDST uses color cues to capture pedestrian boundary. However, MDST derived 

from color cues still provides complementary information for shape-based features. 

6   Conclusions 

In this paper, our experiment justifies the role of color in object detection, and shows 

color cues play an important role. First, the typical color spaces are systematically 

evaluated for pedestrian detection. The results of our evaluation experiments indicate that 

the choice of color spaces has a great influence on performance. CIE-Lab/CIE-LUV 

spaces, for pedestrian, are the most suitable color spaces. Secondly, the performance of 

the MDST shows that max-coding scheme can effectively capture the local boundary 

information and outperform the state-of-the-art. 

In future work, we plan to evaluate MDST on more different objects, e.g., car, cat, 

house [16], and explain more insights why max-coding scheme is efficient for color cues. 
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